A     LONDON    YEAR
of hornets, that throb nearer till the throb becomes a
roar, I remember the Gothas.
c I heard an Army lecture the other day/ says a
young soldier who is standing next to me, c and the
lecturer proved that another war is impossible for
another fifty years because the economic stability of
nations is wrecked.'
c Yes ?'
e I think he was talking through his hat somewhat,
don't you ? I think the next war will be over in a
day and will cost, roughly, fourpence.'
He inserts a monocle in his eye and directs a pink
face to the heavens, and I think,c Out of the mouths
of babes . . .'
c Isn't it all perfectly thrilling ? ' says his girl.
Then a heavy bomber takes the air, a great cum-
bersome black thing which can carry five men with
it to sow death. It zooms round in a circle till it
meets two trim little swift fighting 'planes that set
about it like two sparrows chivying a thrush. The
three-cornered battle for position goes on. One of
the fighting 'planes faces the enemy and there comes
a rattle of machine guns like a stick drawn over
railings.
The bomber does an astonishing thing. It dips
and loops. This great battleship of the air behaves
like a flippant monoplane. It seems trying to shake
off its pursuers with stunts which no old-time bomber
would dare to have attempted.
c They used to talk about the silent Navy,' says my
blond friend, * but I think the R.A.F.'s been doing
a bit of quiet work since the War. Did you ever see
such flying ? '
I go away with two visions : one of the air full of
machines and cities huddling in terror, one of the
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